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Standard 4-5  The student will write for a variety of purposes and audiences.  
 

The teacher should continue to address earlier indicators as they apply to more 

difficult texts. 

 
Indicator 4-5.3 Create written descriptions using language that appeals to the 

readers’ senses.  

 
Definition of Revised Bloom’s Verb  

Create  Put elements together to form a coherent or functional whole 
 
Explanation of Indicator 

Creating descriptive writing requires that writers use sensory words. The ability to 
do so requires that students have had opportunities to observe, noting with words 

or pictures, sensory details. The practice of observing details is a foundational skill 
which can lead to elaboration and eventually to the use of figurative language.  
    

Descriptive Writing 
In descriptive writing, the five senses are used to paint a picture in the reader’s 

mind. This type of writing should describe something so clearly that the reader can 
imagine it. Descriptive writing includes: 

 Details   
 Visualization 
 Hear it, feel it, smell it, taste it, see it  

 
As students compose descriptive writing and incorporate the use of sensory 

language, he or she needs to consider looking over (revising) their text to add or 
cut details.  
 

Detail Check: 

 Add at least one more sensory detail to help the reader imagine the topic 
ever better. 

 Cut a detail that doesn’t belong. 
 Move any details that seem out of place.  

 

Instructional Progression 
The level of difficulty of the text increases at each grade level. Additionally, some 

areas of focus differ at each grade level.   
 

What do students need to know before they can understand the 

creation of descriptions? 
 

The production of written language is the latest developing, most 
challenging form of language use in humans. The act of composing 
and using written language draws on all the processing systems 

needed for reading (meaning, structure, and visual cues) and others 
such as motor, memory and attention as well.  
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Writing instruction should emphasize the writing process such as 
brainstorming and generating ideas, producing drafts, interacting with 

an audience in order to revise and improve the writing and using 
publication as a motivator to edit for conventions. 

 
The Process for Descriptive Writing: 

Prewriting (Trait – Ideas) 

 Select a Topic (Trait – Ideas) 
 Gather Details 

Drafts (Trait – Organization) 
 Beginning 
 Middle  

 End 
Revise (Traits – Voice, Word Choice, Sentence Fluency) 

 Look for places to add, cut or move details. 
 How could the description be made better? 

Edit (Trait – Conventions) 

 Check for capitalization, punctuation, spelling and grammar. 
Publish (All Traits) 

 
The exploration of using various descriptive word choices will provide a 

scaffold for students and assist with vocabulary development. The 
development of the students’ language can be supported with word 
walls/charts and personal word dictionaries. Areas to develop students’ 

language are transition words, order of location words, the use 
of sensory details that let the reader picture the subject and 

providing strong verbs to energize the writing.  
   
Transitions to Show Location            

above, behind, below, beneath, beside       
between, down, in back of, in front of, inside 

outside, near, off, on top of, over, under, to the right,  
to the left, nearby, in the distance 

Transitions to Show Time 

first, second, third, next, last 
then, now, soon, later, finally 

today, yesterday, tomorrow, before, after 
Transitions to Show More Information 

again, another, in addition, also, next,  

as well, besides, along with, other, finally 
Use sensory details (for example, Mr. Smith – bald head, big smile, 

squeaky shoes, jingling key ring, blue work shirt) 
Use strong verbs (for example, replace go - run, skip, race, jog, 
dash, amble, stroll, and ramble)  
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Within the creation of descriptions, what have students been 
taught and what will they be taught in the future? The words in 

bold indicate a change from grade to grade. 
 

K-5.3   Use symbols (drawings, letters, and words) to create 
descriptions of personal experiences, people, places, or 
things. 

1-5.3  Create written pieces that describe personal experiences, 
people, places, or things and that use words that appeal to 

the senses. 
2-5.3 Create written pieces that describe objects, people, places, or 

events and that use words that appeal to the senses. 

3-5.3 Create written descriptions about people, places, or events. 
4-5.3 Create written descriptions using language that appeals to the 

readers’ senses. 
5-5.3 Create written descriptions using precise language and vivid 

details. 

6-5.3 Create written descriptions using precise language and vivid 
details. 

7-5.3 Create descriptions for use in other modes of written works 
(for example, narrative, expository, or persuasive). 

8-5.3 Create descriptions for use in other modes of written works (for 
example, narrative, expository, and persuasive). 

E1-5.3 Create descriptions for use in other modes of written works (for 

example, narratives and expository, and persuasive). 
E2-5.3 Create descriptive pieces (for example, personal essays, 

travel writing, or restaurant reviews) that use sensory 
images and vivid word choice. 

E3-5.3 Create descriptive pieces (for example, personal essays, travel 

writing, or restaurant reviews) that use sensory images and 
vivid word choice. 

E4-5.3 Create descriptive pieces (for example, personal essays, travel 
writing, or restaurant reviews) that use sensory images and 
vivid word choice. 

 
When teaching the creation of descriptive writing, what 

connections, links, or ties can be made to other indicators? 
4-1.1  Analyze the details that support the expression of the main idea 

in a given literary text. 

4-1.7  Create responses to literary texts through a variety of methods 
(for example, writing, creative dramatics, and the visual and 

performing arts). 
4-2.1  Summarize evidence that supports the central idea of a given 

informational text. 

4-2.4  Create responses to informational texts through a variety of 
methods (for example, drawings, written works, and oral 

presentations). 
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4-3.4   Spell correctly 
• words with prefixes and suffixes and 

• multisyllabic words. 
4-4.1  Generate and organize ideas for writing using prewriting 

techniques (for example, creating lists, having discussions, and 
examining literary models). 

4-4.2  Use complete sentences in a variety of types (including simple 
and compound sentences) in writing. 

4-4.3  Create multiple paragraph compositions that include a central 

idea with supporting details and use appropriate transitions 
between paragraphs. 

4-4.4  Use grammatical conventions of written Standard American 
English, including 

• subject verb agreement; 

• past, present, and future verb tenses; 
• conjunctions (although, while, neither, nor); 

• adverbs of time, place, manner, and degree; and 
• pronoun antecedent agreement. 

(See Instructional Appendix: Composite Writing Matrix.) 

4-4.5  Use revision strategies to improve the organization and 
development of content and the quality of voice in written 

works. (See Instructional Appendix: Composite Writing Matrix.) 
4-4.6  Edit for the correct use of written Standard American English, 

including 
• capitalization 

– titles of works of art, 

– titles of magazines and newspapers, 
– brand names, 

– proper adjectives, and 
– names of organizations; 

• punctuation 

– quotation marks to indicate direct quotations or 
dialogue, 

– quotation marks to indicate titles of works (for 
example, articles, reports, chapters, and other 
short pieces) published within separately 

published works, 
– between main clauses, and 

– underlining or italics to indicate titles of 
separately published works (for example, books 
and magazines); 

and 
• spelling 

-words with suffixes and prefixes and 
-multisyllabic words. 

(See Instructional Appendix: Composite Writing 

Matrix.) 
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4-5.1  Create informational pieces (for example, postcards, flyers, 
letters, and emails) that use language appropriate for the 

specific audience. 
4-5.2  Create narratives containing details and a sequence of events 

that develop a plot. 
4-5.3  Create written descriptions using language that appeals to the 

readers’ senses. 

4-5.4   Create written pieces (for example, skits and plays) to entertain 
others. 

4-6.1   Clarify and refine a research topic. 
4-6.2  Use print sources (for example, books, magazines, charts, 

graphs, diagrams, dictionaries, encyclopedias, atlases, thesauri, 

newspapers, and almanacs) and nonprint sources to access 
information. 

4-6.3   Organize information by classifying or sequencing. 
4-6.4   Paraphrase research information accurately and meaningfully. 
4-6.5  Create a list of sources that contains information (including the 

author and title of a publication) necessary to properly credit 
and document the work of others. 

4-6.6   Use the Internet as a source of information. 
4-6.7  Use vocabulary (including Standard American English) that is 

appropriate for the particular audience or purpose. 
4-6.8  Select appropriate graphics, in print or electronic form, to 

support written works and oral and visual presentations. 

 
Classroom Assessment  

Students should be taught and assessed using similar methods. For example, in this 
indicator, the verb is “create.” In fourth grade, students create written descriptions. 
These descriptions may be assessed during one-on-one writing conferences, during 

small group discussions, or as a written assessment. When students are assessed, 
they should be asked to show what they have learned in the same way they were 

taught. 
 
Instruction in the Six Traits of Writing would enhance the students’ writing 

achievement. The descriptive writing pieces could be assessed with the Extended 

Response Scoring Rubric for Grades 3 – 8 or the Six Trait Rubrics. 

 
 The primary focus of an assessment for descriptive writing is to determine if 

students can effectively create written descriptions using sensory details so the 
reader can imagine the subject of the description.  
 

Suggested Instructional Resources 
Professional Texts 

Anderson, Jeff. Mechanically Inclined. Portland, ME: Stenhouse, 2005. 

Portalupi, Joann and Ralph Fletcher. Craft Lessons. New York: Stenhouse, 2001. 

Portalupi, Joann and Ralph Fletcher. Nonfiction Craft Lessons. New York: 
Stenhouse, 2001. 
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Spandel, Vicki. Books, Lessons, Ideas, for Teaching the Six Traits. Wilmington, MA 
Great Source, 2001. 

Spandel, Vicki. Creating Writers. Boston, MA: Pearson, 2005. 

Write Source, Wilmington, MA:  Great Source Education Group, 2006.   

(Although this is a student book it has excellent examples of the writing process, 
traits of good writing and the forms of writing.) 
 

Rog, Lori Jamison. Marvelous Minilessons for Teaching Beginning Writing, K-3, 
International Reading Association, 2006. 

 
Dorn, Linda and Carla Soffos. Scaffolding Young Writers: A Writers’ Workshop 

Approach, Stenhouse Publishers, 2001. 

 
Student Texts 

There are many titles that teachers and students may select to better understand 
Literacy Elements.  Using a variety of student texts, written by different authors, 
with varying story structures and plots will extend opportunities to learn about 

characters, setting, sequential order and the relationships among them.  
 

Library Media Specialists from the South Carolina Association of School Librarians 
(SCASL) are collaborating with the South Carolina Department of Education to 

provide a sampling of texts to match the indicators. This will continue be a work in 
progress. Teachers should collaborate with their library media specialists for 
additional suggestions. These titles can be used for read alouds, shared reading, 

and independent reading. While each title on the list has been read and reviewed 
by professionals, some of these titles may not meet the needs of each classroom 

environment. Teachers are encouraged to read the texts prior to using them in 
class.  
 

Nonprint Materials 
http://www.writingfix.com/ 

 
http://school.discoveryeducation.com/lessonplans/programs/writingStrat/## 
 

http://streaming.discoveryeducation.com  
Discovering Language Arts: Writing (Grades K-2) 

Discovering Language Arts: Style, Structure, and Tone (Grades K-2) 
 

 

 

 

http://www.writingfix.com/
http://school.discoveryeducation.com/lessonplans/programs/writingStrat/##
http://streaming.discoveryeducation.com/

